Bobcat Ridge 4th Grade Pioneer Program
Games and Recreation Station
This is one of four stations in the pioneer program designed for 4th grade classes.
Setting: In open area near cabin
Theme: Even though children had lots of chores to do 100 years ago, they still found time for fun. The games
they played were different than many children play today—there were no computers, TV, or video games.
Description: Children get a chance to learn about games that children played 100 years ago, and take part in
those games.
Time: 25-35 minutes
Recommended Group Size: 10-15
Materials:
Bean bag and small ball
Bags of marbles
Hoops and Sticks
Pick-up sticks
Leader Notes:
Introduction:
Welcome students. Introduce self. Ask the students what types of games they play or what they do for
fun at home (many will mention computer games, watching TV, IPODs, etc.). Have them think about life without
electricity, TV, and computers. What would you do for fun?
Now ask them what they do at school recess. (This may get them to think a little more about outdoor
and/or creative games). Some of the games children played outdoors are still played today (jump rope,
hopscotch). Children had many chores to do to help the family a century ago, but they also had time for fun.
Invite them to play some of those games with you!
Body:
Start with a group game. Fox and Goose is a good one to start with. Have kids sit in a circle. The bean bag
represents the goose. It can only be passed one direction, from one child to the next. The fox is the ball. Start it
on the other side of the circle. The fox can be passed in any direction or thrown to someone across the circle
and passed around. If a child gets caught with both the fox and goose in their hands or lap, the fox has caught
the goose! (and that child is out). Play a few rounds.
Divide the group into 2-3 smaller groups. These groups will alternate playing two or three of the three games:
• Marbles—draw a circle in the dirt. Place all the smaller marbles inside the circle. Have two teams—each
team gets a shooter (larger) marble. They take turns trying to shoot the smaller marbles out of the
circle with the larger marble (The shooting hand is on the edge of the circle. Hold the marble in the
crook of the index finger with the thumb behind it, and flick the marble out with the thumb). The team
that shoots the most marbles of the circle wins. (Boys often played marbles while girls played “Graces”
or hopscotch.)
• Hoops and Sticks (Graces)—A pair of children takes two sticks each. Place the hoop over the ends of the
two sticks together. Flick the hoop off the stick towards the second child, and the second child tries to

catch the hoop with their sticks. (Background: This game was called “Graces” and was often played by
girls to help them be graceful and coordinated.)
• Pick-Up Sticks—this would have been an easy game to play because children could find sticks lying
around the school. Gather the sticks in a bundle and hold right above the ground. Drop the bundle of
sticks. Each child takes turns trying to pick up a stick without moving any of the others. If they move
another stick, they miss their turn and go on to the next child. If a child picks up a stick without moving
another one, they keep the stick on their pile. The child with the most sticks at the end wins. (This is a
good game for coordination and concentration.)
Hint: You may need to go over the rules of all three games before you divide the children into smaller groups. If
you have someone helping you at the station, you can do this after the group is divided.
Summarize:
Ask the children how they liked playing the games? Which was their favorite? Many of the games that children
played 100 years ago had other benefits in addition to being fun. They often taught coordination, manners, and
team work. Children always found a way to have fun, and sometimes they even made up their own games.
Extension:
Ask them to think about some of the games they play on the school playground today. Are some of them like
games that were played 100 years ago? If time, they can play a game they are familiar with today.
Other game possibilities:
Jump rope (especially the type where two people hold the rope on each end and have kids run in and jump
while the rope turns).
Hop Scotch
Variations of tag (can also be done with an environmental theme—“it” is a predator while everyone else is prey,
i.e. coyote and rabbits)
Ring toss (long sticks can be stuck into haybales and hoops can be thrown on sticks)
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